QUEER ABOUT EGGS !
keeper's weekly organ in perpetual endeavour to find out what
to do with their skinny scratching horrors when they go broody,
when they refuse to sit on their eggs, when they refuse to observe
any chalk-line restrictions ori. their Wanderlust. Far from proudly
repeating anecdotes to show the cuteness and sweetness of their
little ones, as mothers do, hen-keepers seem to take wilful pleasure,
on the contrary, in relieving their pent-up dislike by relating
incidents that show up the stupidity, the obstinacy, the treachery,
the vileness of their hens at the bottom of the garden. They are
particularly bitter at the ugly cunning of those fowls who haven't
laid an egg since I don't know when, and are sentenced to be
roasted (or anyhow steamed for the casserole) and somehow get
wind of it and start laying again—but as rarely as they possibly
can and only just enough to earn a reprieve.
Throughout the first year of the war a certain novel kept appear-
ing, written along what was apparently an irresistible formula;
as for so many years the Bridge of San Luis Rey had begun the
formula for using broken bridges, Grand Hotels, Luxury Liners,
four-thirties from Victoria, and many* other post-Chaucer and
post-Boccaccio devices to link lives and stories which would other-
wise have had no possible connection one with another, Our new
formula I would call the Village-in-Wartime novel. Personally
I never grew tired of them, and eagerly gathered them as fast as
they fell, leaves in an autumnal gale. They were my happiest form
of escape fiction, and I expect I only refrained from writing one
myself, not from any superior highbrow motive, but simply because
I wanted to continue enjoying them as an objective pleasure. I
suppose I read about forty; they were usually extremely well
written. If, misled by a title, I got hold of a volume that turned
out after all not to be the Village-in-Wartime Book, I was
genuinely disappointed and inclined to complain that they
should not trifle with so pretty and innocent a passion as this one
of mine.
Here were the basic ingredients of the earlier batches, allowing
for a year of war to have passed while they were in preparation:
An English village in a more or less safe area, because of bringing in
the humours of the Evacuee Problem treated with comic bewilder-
ment, constant good temper .and touches of alternate pathos and
farce; it offered most scope if the evacuees were a whole fenaily
from, cockney London. After Evelyn Waugl^s winsome trio in

